World Awakening, [08.06.21 01:28]
A plan to vaccinate the world's population.
Part 1
I do not like negative forecasts, they tend to program our consciousness for not quite rosy events,
but it is still better to be warned, though... Personally, it is quite obvious to me that the plan
described below is unlikely to become a reality. They have already gone a lot wrong - the world is
rapidly waking up, including with regard to vaccines, so I am more than sure that this scenario will
remain a scenario on paper. But read it to understand how they imagined our future... Why not?
But let's not relax! Everything is in our hands, do not forget about it. You can't be silent and agree
with everything. Only thanks to the activity of anti-vaxxers and just freedom-loving people, the
agenda of the globalists on the vaccine is not being fully implemented now.
There are five phases of mandatory vaccination implementation.
We are currently in phase three, and the final phase includes arrests of those who refuse spike
protein injections. Thanks to new information provided by an insider from the federal government, I
was able to further clarify the hierarchy of the escalation of the vaccination program that the Biden
regime is pursuing (note: the original Biden is dead, we see an
actor/understudy/clone/doppelganger, but who is behind it-White or Black hats-this question
remains open).
Phase One.
Voluntary (pushed by propaganda in the media, bribery of influential people in social networks,
doctors, and so on). This phase traps those who are gullible enough to think that injecting a
bioweapon with spike protein will somehow "save" them or set them free.
Phase Two.
Incentives (lottery tickets, free beer, free donuts, burgers, and so on). This phase traps those who
are stupid enough to trade their lives for beer and burgers. There are a lot of such people, and even
the globalists understand that such people with a low IQ have nothing to do with human civilization.
Phase Three.
Punishments. At this stage, they use corporations to deny people access to services (air travel, cruise
ships, restaurants, sporting events, concerts, and so on). This phase is designed to make life
extremely uncomfortable for the unvaccinated. We are in this phase now.
Phase Four.
Criminal fines or imprisonment. This phase will begin after the fake media blames the unvaccinated
for the ongoing spike protein outbreaks that are killing people. Some jurisdictions will pass laws
requiring permanent vaccinations. Anyone who refuses to comply will be fined or jailed.

Phase Five.
Kinetic (military sector) - open biological and kinetic war against the people, carried out by the
military against the citizens. This phase will occur after the vaccine deep state works with the Biden
regime / To stage a specially fabricated mass shooting tragedy under a false flag, which can be
blamed on anti-vaxxers and gun owners. Once this event is implemented, Biden and the Democrats
will call for turning the US military against citizens to conduct a nationwide confiscation of weapons
and force vaccination against Covid-19 at gunpoint.

As a government insider told me, the Biden regime was ordered to achieve 70% vaccination among
U.S. adults, no matter what the cost. A false flag attack orchestrated by the deep State would serve
as a "moral justification" for a narrative that violates any recent civil rights, human rights, or medical
ethics when it comes to attacking innocent people with lethal spike protein injections (also called
"vaccines"). In fact, the vaccine holocaust is their plan.
Depopulation is the desired outcome of this nefarious plan, which will be followed by the economic
collapse and destruction of the United States of America. The very people implementing this plan
are the same players who rigged the 2020 elections and achieved a political coup with the aim of
illegally seizing power. Now they are using this power to turn America against itself in an act of
national suicide.
The confiscation of weapons is their most important step, because forced vaccine injections can only
be successful when the population is disarmed.
Five or ten years ago, this plan might have worked. But not today. People do not believe in the
media, do not believe in the saving power of vaccinations, do not believe in corrupt doctors and
politicians. See what happens. Elections are being tested, Hollywood is dying, vaccination has stood
up in many countries because there are simply no takers, BIG TECH and BIG PHARMA are exposing
themselves in the eyes of the whole world even more every day, Fauci will soon be punished for
crimes against humanity and the whole world will know that Covid-19 was created in a laboratory,
and freedom marches against vaccination and lockdowns continue in many parts of the world.
Under these conditions, the implementation of this plan is simply impossible.
(https://t.me/worldawakeningdraft/131)

By Mike Adams: Over the last 48 hours, I’ve received a flood of intel from sources, both
private and public, indicating that communist China is moving up the timetable of a longplanned attack on the United States of America. In reality, the biological warfare phase of
the attack is already under way, having begun in 2019 with the deliberate release of the
SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, followed by direct interference in rigging the 2020 election and
installing CCP puppet Joe Biden as a temporary occupant of the White House.
Now, due to the rapid emergence of evidence showing Fauci conspired with the CCP to fund
gain-of-function development and build a biological weapon that attacks human ACE2
receptor sites, China is accelerating its own timetable to take down the USA before such
investigations can conclusively place the blame for covid on China’s communist regime.

According to my sources, the planned attack on America will consist of:
Cyber warfare attacks on critical infrastructure such as energy, transportation, finance and
the power grid.
Drone kamikaze (kinetic) attacks on critical infrastructure to conduct acts of sabotage.
The advancing of ground troops into Southern U.S. states in an attempt to occupy and
defend FOBs (Forward Operations Bases) in Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and California. (This
will happen after the power grid sabotage plunges America into chaos.)
The stealth drone that was recently spotted over Tucson, AZ, monitoring the Davis-Monthan
AFB, is part of this effort. There are hundreds more stealth drones operating in U.S. air
space right now, controlled by communist China, according to my ex-military sources.
As reported by The Epoch Times, Kyle Bass has also warned of the 130,000-acre parcel of
land in Southwest Texas that is now owned by the same Chinese billionaire who owns twothirds of the land in China’s Xinjiang region, where slave labor concentration camps are in
full operation. From TET:
The land for the wind farm is owned by a Chinese company called GH America Investments
Group, which has since 2015 bought 130,000 acres of land—an area the size of Tulsa,
Oklahoma—in Val Verde County. The man behind the firm is Sun Guangxin, a businessman
from the northwestern Xinjiang region in China, who has strong ties to the communist
regime.
Sun, a former military officer, is currently the richest person in Xinjiang—where the regime
is committing genocide against ethnic Muslim minorities. He has a net worth of $1.9 billion,
according to Forbes, and was also the vice chairman of the Xinjiang Provincial Youth
Federation.
The goal of this, I’m told, is that China plans to construct and operate concentration camps
in Texas and other U.S. states, then use them for mass incineration and disposal of all the
Americans they plan to kill.
China is also actively and loudly threatening America with a rapid expansion of its nuclear
weapons capabilities, according to a recent report published by The Sun (UK):
“We must be prepared for an intense showdown between China and the US,” Hu wrote in a
chilling op-ed for the Chinese state-run newspaper. “In that scenario, a large number of
Dongfeng-41, and JL-2 and JL-3 (both intercontinental-range submarine-launched ballistic
missile) will form the pillar of our strategic will.
Seven months ago, I interviewed JR Nyquist who warns of this exact scenario, describing
how China has prepositioned weapons, military uniforms and sabotage equipment in the
United States, ready for activation: (Click on link to watch interview)
In today’s Situation Update podcast, I provide additional frightening details about China’s
attack plans and why they are now being accelerated to be activated this year. For example,
one of my contacts informed me that an airfield being constructed by China in Texas is
slated for completion by the end of July, with expected usage of the 10,000-foot runway by
August or September.

A 10,000-foot runway is only needed for extremely large military cargo planes, yet this is a
private airfield being constructed in Texas by communist China.
It begs the question: Why is the Pentagon under Joe Biden allowing foreign enemies to
construct airfields in the United States? It seems insane. China is invading the United States
without firing a single shot, and since China now controls the White House, the media,
Hollywood and even Fauci, there seems to be no authority remaining in America that will
work to defend the nation against a foreign invasion.
The timetable now appears to be just months away…

